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Abstract
Woodland creation sequesters carbon and contributes to climate changemitigation.Most previous
assessments of the carbon sequestration of newUKwoodlands have focused on tree planting, little is
known about the scale of the potential contribution fromnatural regeneration.Weused a Potential
forNativeWoodlandModel tomake thefirst estimate of carbon sequestration by large-scale native
woodland expansion through natural regeneration in Scotland.We estimate native woodland could
expand to cover an additional 3.9million hectares of the Scottish uplands removing an average of
6.96million tons of CO2 per year. This represents 35%–45%of the carbon removal target forUK
woodlands that has been suggested by theUKCommittee onClimate Change. Expandingwoodlands
to just 10%of this potential would double existing native woodland and could provide amultitude of
benefits, including carbon removal equivalent to approximately 4%of this target. The next few
decades are critical in terms of climate changemitigation, therefore further work is now required to
improve these estimates and better constrain this potentially large contribution.

Introduction

Conservation and restoration of forests, wetlands and grasslands can provide one third of the actions needed to
hold global temperature increase below 2 °Cand prevent disastrous climate change (Griscom et al 2017).Many
countries have included such natural climate solutions (also known as nature-based solutions) in their
NationallyDeterminedContributions submitted in support of the Paris Agreement onClimate (Grassi et al
2017). There is the potential for newwoodland in theUK to sequester carbon and contribute to emission
reduction targets (Valatin 2012). TheUKCommittee onClimate Change (UKCCC) has advised that to reach
net-zero emissions by 2050, theUKmust create 30,000–50,000 hectares of forest per year, sequestering
15–20million tons of CO2 per year (MtCO2 yr

−1) (UKCCC2019).
In theUK, newwoodland creation is achieved primarily by tree plantingwithmuch less focus on natural

regeneration, which can also create newnative woodlands (Spracklen et al 2013). Consequently, little is known
about the carbon sequestration potential of woodland expansion through natural regeneration. O’Neill et al
(2020) estimated that woodland creation on European sheep pasturewas economically viable through natural
regeneration for a carbon price of $4 per ton of CO2 (tCO2) but required $55/tCO2 if woodland creation
occurred through tree planting. A better understanding of the carbon removal potential of natural regeneration
is therefore crucial to assess its role in climate changemitigation efforts.

Scotland has a large potential for woodland expansion, and the country accounted for 80%of new tree
planting in theUK in 2019/2020 (Forestry Statistics 2020). Recent analysis by Sing andAitkenhead (2020)
provides an update towork commissioned by theWoodland Expansion AdvisoryGroup (WEAG2012, Sing et al
2013), estimating that 2.96million hectares (Mha) of land are ecologically suitable for woodland expansion,
with a further 0.54Mha constrained to varying degrees by national designations and policies, showing that in
total up to 45%of Scotland’s land has the potential for woodland expansion.

Large areas of the Scottish uplandswould be suitable for woodland expansion through natural regeneration,
and this is the preferredmethod of expanding semi-natural and native woodland in theUK (Forestry
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Table 1.Definition, area, percentage canopy cover and carbon sequestration values forNWMpredictedwoodland types.

Code Definition Area (ha)
Canopy

cover%

Carbon

sequestration (tC)

Sc5 Peatlandwith scattered trees/scrub 489,769 10 5,147,126

W4/Sc5/

W17/W18

W4Birch (with open ground)+Peatlandwith\scattered
trees/scrub+W17/W18Mosaic

381,898 29 11,639,093

W4/Sc5 W4Birch (with open ground)\+Peatlandwith scattered

trees/scrub

278,264 23 6,726,012

W11 W11UplandOak-Birchwith bluebell/wild hyacinth 257,519 80 21,650,743

U Unsuitable for tree/scrub growth 196,623 0 0

W18/Sc5 W18+Peatlandwith scattered trees/scrubMosaic 196,184 56 11,442,739

W4 W4Birchwith purplemoor grass& open ground 195,976 30 6,178,716

W18 W18 Scots Pinewith heather 185,860 80 15,626,095

W18/W17 W18/W17 150,223 80 12,629,894

W7 W7Alder-ashwith yellow pimpernel 134,524 80 11,310,047

W17/

W18/W4

W17/W18&W4Birch (with open ground)Mosaic 126,844 63 8,331,513

Water InlandWater 111,249 0 0

W4/

W17/W18

W4Birch (with open ground)+W17/W18Mosaic 106,998 48 5,341,270

Sc5/W4 Peatlandwith scattered trees/scrubMosaic\+W4Birchwith

purplemoor grass and open ground

106,539 17 1,903,401

Sc4 Scattered Birch/Willow 93,587 10 983,529

Sc7 Mixedmontane scrub 91,135 30 2,873,285

Sc3 Birch/Willow 87,819 30 2,768,747

Sc5/W4/

W17/W18

Peatlandwith scattered trees/scrub+W4Birchwith purple

\moor grass and open ground+W17/W18Mosaic

83,618 23 2,021,168

W11/W7 W11+W7Mosaic 75,356 80 6,335,520

W10 W10 Lowlandmixed broadleavedwith bluebell/wild hyacinth 74,393 80 6,254,573

W11/W17 W11/W17 67,116 80 5,642,711

Sc6 Basin Bogwoodland/scrub 60,324 30 1,901,903

W17/W11 W17/W11 53,829 80 4,525,652

W17 W17UplandOak-Birchwith bilberry/blaeberry 53,549 80 4,502,120

Sc5/W18 Peatlandwith scattered trees/scrub+W18Mosaic 53,157 35 1,927,301

W18/W4 W18+W4Mosaic 51,370 63 3,374,138

W7/W4 W7+W4Mosaic 45,922 63 3,016,275

W17/W18 W17/W18 42,144 80 3,543,190

W9/W11 W9/W11 36,243 80 3,047,080

Sc1 Juniper 35,676 30 1,124,797

W9 W9Uplandmixed broadleavedwith dog’smercury 28,753 80 2,417,361

Sc2 Scattered Juniper 28,224 10 296,611

W11/W7 W11/W7 26,202 80 2,202,894

W18/W4/Sc5 W18+W4+Peatlandwith scattered trees/scrubMosaic 23,124 58 1,409,527

W7/W11 W7+W11Mosaic 20,426 80 1,717,310

W11/W9 W11/W9 18,962 80 1,594,217

W7/W10 W7/W10 18,591 80 1,563,033

W10/W8 W10/W8 16,885 80 1,419,600

Sc8 Scatteredmixedmontane scrub 16,309 10 171,391

BU Built-up land 15,612 0 0

W7/W9 W7+W9Mosaic 13,223 80 1,111,727

W6 W6Alderwith stinging nettle 11,069 80 930,616

DR Developed rural land 6,556 0 0

W10/W7 W10+W7Mosaic 6,254 80 525,822

W4/W18 W4+W18Mosaic 5,657 48 282,387

W17/W4 W17+W4Mosaic 5,470 63 359,260

W7/W11 W7/W11 5,040 80 423,722

W10/W16 W10/W16 3,894 80 327,424

W9/W7 W9+W7Mosaic 2,933 80 246,576

W4/a W4Birchwith purplemoor grass 2,820 80 237,063

W11/W4 W11+W4Mosaic 2,577 63 169,270

Sc6/W11 Basin Bogwoodland/scrub+W11 2,283 48 113,971

W7/W17 W7+W17Mosaic 1,122 80 94,336

W8 W8Lowlandmixed broadleavedwith dog’smercury 617 80 51,857

nodata nodata 482 0 0

W19 W19 Juniper woodlandwithwood sorrel 390 80 32,775
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Commission 1994). Advantages of natural regeneration over tree planting include bestmatching of species to
site, structural heterogeneity of resultingwoodlands, and conservation of local genetic stock (Peterken 1996).
Additionally, natural regeneration does not involve the same level of ground disturbance as planting, which can
lead to loss of carbon from the soil (Friggens et al 2020). Current land-use practicesmean regeneration of native
woodlands is often limited and a natural tree line (the physical limit abovewhich trees cannot survive) is unable
to establish across themajority of the country’s uplands. Amongst other factors, the historic depletion of
woodland has left long distances to seed sources in some areas and practices such as grazing by livestock (Speed
et al 2010) and deer (Bunce et al 2014), and repeatedmuirburn (rotational burning of heather and grassland)
suppress sapling growth.Modelling byTanentzap et al (2013) found that deer browsing and ground vegetation
cover were themain factors influencing birch regeneration, over seed availability.

Current research intowoodland expansion rarely accounts for land that could support scrub-typewoodland
up to a naturally established tree line, and often excludesmontane and other scrub habitats on highly exposed
land.Montane scrub is severely depleted in Scotland, but benefits of this habitat include uniquewildlife, slope
stability, water runoff retention and reduced downstreamflooding, and reducedwindthrowof adjacent forest
plantations (Scott 2000). Initial estimates of current climatic factors byHale et al (1997, cited inGilbert and
Cosmo 2003, p.178) suggest that 609,400 hectares of land could support woodland above the commercial
timberline, with a further 322,300 hectares unsuitable for tree growth but with potential for tall shrub species.
Changes in climatemaymean that this area increases in the future.

Here wemake afirst estimate of the potential carbon removal that would be achieved by large-scale
expansion of native woodlands in the Scottish uplands through natural regeneration. First, we determined the
land available for woodland to re-establish across Scotland if conditions allowed (i.e. if a seed sourcewere
present, existing vegetation allowed germination and seedling growth, and browsingwas sufficiently low), up to
its climatically determined extent. Next, we used this information to estimate the carbon removal and storage
potential of this woodland.We specifically consider the potential across a range of ecosystems, including upland
andmontane habitats. Following preliminary calculations, wemake recommendations as to how estimates
could be improved andwhat further workwould be required to achieve this.

Methodology

Our approach involved two components. First, we assessed the potential area of land in Scotland that could
become newnative woodland. Second, we assessed the carbon uptake and storage potential of this woodland.

Potential extent of nativewoodland
In thefirst stepwe defined the extent of potential woodland cover across Scotland and then determined the type
of native woodland that is likely re-establish, given the right conditions.

To do this, we applied the Potential forNativeWoodlandModel (NWM), created by theMacaulay Institute
and SNH (Towers et al 2004). TheNWMwas developed as a planning tool to aid expansion of native woodland
across Scotland. Using national scale soil and landcover data, theNWMpredicts potential National Vegetation
Classification (NVC)woodland types that would be expected under current soil and vegetation conditions,
down to a 1:50,000 scale. It should be noted that the potential for different woodland types is based on current
conditions and is likely to varywith climate change.

TheNWMencompasses 5.3Mha, approximately two thirds of the country, covering uplandmainland
Scotland but excluding the central and eastern lowlands, wheremodified soilsmean that it ismore difficult to
predict appropriate native woodland types. Current woodland is not accounted for in theNWM, therefore areas
of existingwoodland, determined using the 2018National Forest Inventory (NFI)WoodlandMap Scotland,

Table 1. (Continued.)

Code Definition Area (ha)
Canopy

cover%

Carbon

sequestration (tC)

W10/W7 W10/W7 385 80 32,356

W11/Sc6 W11+basin bogwoodland/scrub 380 63 24,990

W6/W11 W6+W11Mosaic 365 80 30,694

W4/W17 W4+W17Mosaic 315 48 15,749

W18/W11 W18+W11Mosaic 61 80 5,097

W7/Sc5 W7+Peatlandwith scattered trees/scrub 2 56 94

TOTAL — 3,878,170 — 189,576,370
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were removed from the analysis. All areas categorised aswoodland in theNFIwere excluded, except for those
classed as ‘failed’ areas of plantation, wherewoodland is not currently present.

The outputs of theNWMare categorized into 58woodland types. Inlandwater, built-up land, developed
rural land and land unsuitable for tree/scrub growth are also identified. Thewoodland typesmay be single or
interchangeableNVC classes, and in some casesmosaics of differentNVC classes are predicted. The full range of
NWMoutputs is shown in table 1.

Carbon storage calculations
Canopy cover
Due to the complexity of interaction between vegetation, soil and climate, canopy cover in naturally
regeneratingwoodland can varywidely and it is likely that amosaic of denser andmore sparsely wooded areas
would occur naturally across the landscape. It is therefore important to account for this in calculations of carbon
sequestration in native woodlands.

To determine the percentage canopy cover for thewoodland types predicted by theNWM, each component
part of thewoodland types was assigned a canopy cover value, as given in Towers et al (2004). Although
woodland in theUK is defined as land under stands of trees with a canopy cover of at least 20% (Forestry
Statistics 2020), theNWM incorporates areaswith canopy cover as low as 10% in order to include the potential
for openwoodland and scattered trees/scrub.

TypesW4a,W6-W11 andW16-W19were assigned 80% canopy cover;W4 (with open ground) and Sc1, Sc3,
Sc6 and Sc7were assigned 30% canopy cover; and Sc2, Sc4, Sc5 and Sc8were assigned 10% canopy cover.
Inferringmosaic composition proportions from theNWM,we then calculated the percentage canopy cover for
each of thewoodland types predicted by theNWM.Values for canopy cover are shown in table 1.

Carbon sequestration
Weestimated carbon sequestrationbasedondata froma studyby the ScottishForestAlliance (SFA), whichmodelled
above-groundcarbon sequestration at 12nativewoodland sites across Scotland (Perks et al2010). Established
through a combinationof planting andnatural regeneration, these siteswere predominantly upland,withnutrient
poor soils, focusingonNVCtypesW17 (uplandoak/birchwithbilberry),W18 (Scots pinewithheather),W11
(uplandoak/birchwithbluebell/wildhyacinth),W7 (alder/ashwith yellowpimpernel),W9b (upland ashwith
birch/rowan/aspen) andW4 (birchwithpurplemoor grass). Anaverage carbon sequestration total of 84 tons of
carbonper hectare (tCha−1) formaturewoodland (basedon total values given in table 1 of Perks et al2010) after
100 yearswas calculated.This included tree biomass in the stemwood, crownwood, foliage and large roots, aswell as
thinnings and timber products removed fromsite duringmanagement.Carbongainswere estimated separately for
each species. This value is broadly in linewithother studies of carbon sequestration inUKnativewoodlands,which
average around135 tCha−1 (Patenaude et al2003, Butt et al2009,Morison et al2012,Hale 2015,Hale et al2019).

We assumed this value represented an 80% canopy covermature woodland. To provide carbon
sequestration for different woodland types predicted by theNWM,we used the canopy cover for eachwoodland
type to scale carbon sequestration. That is, for Sc2woodlandwith canopy cover of 10%we scaled by 10%over
80%giving a carbon sequestration of 10.5 tC ha−1 (84 tCha−1×10/80). To calculate average annual
sequestration rates, we assumed thatmature woodlands take 100 years to develop and, as a simplification, that
carbon uptake is linear over this period. In reality, carbon uptakewill be slow during the early years of
regeneration but would also peak at higher values than the average rate we calculate here.

Results

There is potential for newnativewoodlands across 3.9Mha, roughly 74%of the area of our analysis. Figure 1 shows
thepotentialwoodland area for themainNWMtypes. Thewoodland type covering the largest area is peatlandwith
scattered trees/scrub (Sc5), which covers just under 490,000ha. TheNVCwoodland type covering the greatest area
isW11 (uplandoak/birchwoodlandwith bluebell/wildhyacinth), which is predicted to cover nearly 258,000 ha.
OtherNWMtypeswhich cover significant areas as part ofwoodlandmosaics includeW4 (birchwithopen
ground),W17 (upland oak/birchwith bilberry) andW18 (Scots pinewith heather). Openwoodland and scattered
trees/scrub (canopy cover�30%) accounts for 1.9Mha, roughly 50%of the totalwoodland area.

Figure 2 reports carbon sequestration by the different woodland types and shown in detail in table 1. Total
carbon sequestration is dominated byW11 (11%of total carbon sequestered),W18 (8%) andW18/W17mosaic
(7%). Scattered trees and scrub on peatlands cover the largest area, equivalent to 12%of total native woodland
cover but only contribute 3%of carbon storage due to the low canopy cover and low assumed carbon storage per
area.Openwoodlands (canopy cover�30%) account for 50%ofwoodland area, but only 22%of total carbon
sequestered.
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Montane habitats, defined by theNWMas types Sc1, Sc2, Sc3, Sc4, Sc7 and Sc8, cover a total of 353,000 ha
(9%of themodel area) and collectively sequestered 8.22MtC, or 4%of the total for all native woodland.

Total carbon sequestration potential across all NWMpredictedmodel outputs is 190MtC (table 1), which
equates to 696MtCO2. Based on the broad assumptions that awoodland takes 100 years tomature and that
uptake of carbon is linear during that time, our calculations suggest an average carbon sequestration potential of
1.90MtC yr−1, which equates to 6.96MtCO2 yr

−1.

Discussion

If native woodlands expanded to the potential estimated by theNWM, theywould cover an additional 50%of
Scotland’s land area,making amajor contribution to Biodiversity Action Plan priority habitats (figure 3).
Woodlands composed of native species currently cover only 5.8%of Scotland (Forestry Statistics 2020), with
semi-natural woodland covering only 4%of Scotland (Bunce et al 2014). Allowing native woodlands to expand
to an additional 10%of their potential area (0.4Mha)would therefore represent a doubling of native woodlands
in Scotland. Such an expansionwould alsomake a substantial contribution towards existing plans forwoodland
expansion from18% to 25%of land area by 2050 (Thomas et al 2015). Forestry Strategy 2019–2029 calls for an
increase in the annual woodland creation target from10,000 to 15,000 ha per year by 2025, including 3000–5000
ha of native woodland (The ScottishGovernment 2019). To achieve expansion to 10%of their potential area by
2050would involve creation of 13,000 ha of native woodland per year. Although this rate is comparable to that
set for overall planting targets, natural regeneration requires fewer resources than planting, allowing greater

Figure 1.Potential area of different nativewoodland types simulated by theNativeWoodlandModel (NWM) byNVC classification.
See table 1 forNVCdefinitions.

Figure 2.Carbon sequestration totals for different nativewoodland types byNVCclassification. See table 1 forNVCdefinitions.
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scope for large scale woodland expansion. Consequently, natural regenerationmay augment planting targets as a
method ofwoodland establishment in areas where it is appropriate and feasible.

A large fraction of the potential native woodlandwould consist of openwoodland and scattered trees rather
than closed canopywoodland. The average canopy cover of the potential woodlands is 60%. The definition of
woodland in theUK is land under stands of trees with a canopy cover of at least 20% (Forestry Statistics 2020).
About one fifth of the potential woodland (0.7Mha) in our study has a canopy cover less than this and sowould
not be classified as woodland under this definition.Only one third of thewoodlands (1.2Mha) consists of closed
canopy cover woodlands (�80%canopy cover) and half of thewoodland area (1.9Mha) consists of open
woodland and scattered trees (�30% canopy cover). The low canopy cover and open character of the native
woodland created through natural regenerationmay reduce any potential negative impact of large-scale
woodland expansion on open landscape character or biodiversity, for example by softening the edges ofmore
densewoodland and increasing edge habitats (Bunce et al 2014). Forest plantations can have negative impacts on
open-ground breeding birds (Wilson et al 2014), but less is known about the impacts of scattered native trees.

Previous analysis focusing onwoodland expansion by tree planting has suggested around 3.5Mha of land is
available across thewhole of Scotland (Sing andAitkenhead 2020). In the context of natural regeneration, we
estimate 3.9Mha are available across two thirds of the samemodelled area. Under theUKForestry Standard
(Forestry Commission 2017), areas of peatland and other low productivity land are deemed inappropriate for
tree planting due to net carbon losses fromdeep peat and poor timber yields on certain soils or climate
conditions. In contrast, allowingwoodland to expand naturallymeans that trees are likely to establish in such
areas, although theymay be sporadic, stunted and the timber of little economic value. By removing these areas
from their analysis, Sing andAitkenhead calculated 1.23Mha to be unsuitable for woodland creation, compared
with only 0.2Mha across two thirds of the same area by theNWM.This is reflected in the high proportions of
low canopy cover woodland and scrub predicted by theNWM, thatmay grow on poor quality or exposed land.

We estimate that 3.9Mha of native woodland could be established in the Scottish uplandswith a potential
carbon sequestration of 696MtCO2over a 100 year period, equivalent to an average removal of 6.96MtCO2

yr−1. This carbon sequestration is equivalent to 35%–45%of the carbon removal targets throughwoodland
creation suggested by theUKCCC for achieving net-zero emissions in theUK.Under an assumed afforestation
rate of 10,000 ha per annum, Scottish forests would remove less than 4MtCO2 yr

−1 between now and 2050
(UKCCC2020). Expansion of native woodlands to 10%of their potential across the Scottish uplands could
result in an additional 0.7MtCO2 yr

−1 removal, demonstrating the substantial opportunity for increased native
woodlands to contribute to carbon removal. Carbon removal is dominated byW11 andW18which together
account for 20%of potential carbon uptake. Prioritising actions to areas that support these woodland types (oak
and Scots pinewoodlands, figure 3)wouldmaximise carbon uptake per woodland area (tC ha−1) of new
woodlands. Overall, our analysis shows large-scale expansion of native woodlands through natural regeneration
has significant potential to deliver climatemitigation in Scotland. Futurework is required to assess the potential
for native woodland creation in upland areas across theUK.

Limitations and recommendations

Our analysis contains a range of simplistic assumptions. The amount of carbon stored in awoodland is highly
variable, andwill depend on factors such as species composition, soil, and former land use (Ostle et al 2009).
Therefore, eachwoodland type predicted by theNWMwill have a different carbon storage potential. Currently

Figure 3.Total carbon sequestration andwoodland area for potential native woodlands grouped byBiodiversity Action Plan priority
habitats.
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our estimates do not fully capture this complexity.We apply one carbon storage value (Perks et al 2010) scaled by
the assumed canopy cover of different woodland types, to broadly account for differences in carbon storage for
the different woodland compositions predicted by theNWM.Our calculations also assume linear carbon
uptake, whereas in reality accumulation rates are likely to vary significantly at different stages ofmaturity. To
improve on this approach, wewould require carbon sequestration and storage values specific to each of themain
NVCclasses used by theNWM, covering a range of variables such as soil type, age and species composition. This
information is not currently available for Scottish native woodlands, therefore furtherworkwill be needed to
gather data for this purpose. Our analysis can be used to prioritise woodland types for detailed carbon
measurements, namelyW11 (upland oak/birch) andW18 (Scots pine).

Our estimates do not account for changes in soil carbon aswoodlands establish, which could be substantial
(Matthews et al 2020). Afforestation on deep peat, especially when drainage occurs before tree planting, results in
large carbon emissions from loss of soil organicmatter (Morison et al 2010). It is known that tree planting on
organo-mineral soils can also lead to loss of soil carbon on decadal scales (Friggens et al 2020), particularly if tree
planting includes substantial ground preparation. The change in soil carbon under naturally regenerating
woodlands, particularly composed of openwoodland and scattered trees, is not well understood. As natural
regeneration does not involve the same level of soil disturbance as planting, it has the potential to become a net
carbon sinkmuch sooner than planted trees, whichmay have to offset soil carbon losses for several decades after
planting. This could be critical in the next few decades of climate changemitigation.

We have assumed themaximumhypothetical expansion of native woodland in the Scottish uplands. The
NWMdoes notmodel the extent of woodland potential in lowland and urban parts of the country. Futurework
needs to assess how additional constraints impact the available area for woodland cover. Constraintsmay
include presence of agricultural land; land designations such as national parks or national scenic areas; areas
protected for conservation or historic value; areas of deep peat soils; and other areas of potential land-use
conflict (Sing et al 2013, Thomas et al 2015). Accounting for some of these restrictions reduces the land suitable
for woodland creation across thewhole of Scotland to 2.96Mha (Sing&Aitkenhead 2020). Creation of open
woodland and scattered treesmay be possible in areas deemed unsuitable for woodland creation.Morework is
needed to understand the constraints and barriers towoodland creation (Burton et al 2019) and how these vary
for different woodland types, treescapes andwoodland creationmechanisms. Research by Pollock et al (2015)
has shown that birchwoodlands in Scotland can regenerate with livestock grazing present, if there is sufficient
good quality forage present. Silvopasture and farmwoodlands also have the potential to store greater carbon
than grassland pasture, whilst still supporting livestock (Beckert et al 2016). Some conservation areas, such as
heathland, are currently protected frombeing converted towoodland, however small increases in shrub cover,
scattered trees andwoodland patchesmay not negatively impact and could potentially increase the biodiversity
of these habitats (Fuller andCalladine 2014).

The potential for natural regeneration to achieve woodland expansion on timescales suitable to contribute to
near-term climate targets needs to be better understood. Althoughwoodland can regenerate with deer present,
provided their impact is low (Scott et al 2000, Tanentzap et al 2013), high browsing pressure from sheep and deer
are amajor constraint on tree regeneration in the Scottish uplands, with deer numbers increasing over the last
few decades (Albon et al 2017). Inmany parts of the Scottish uplands, a lack of seed sources and competition
fromgrassesmaymean natural regenerationwould be very slow evenwhen grazing is reduced (Bunce et al
2014). In places where seed source is lacking, direct seedingmay be a viablemethod of establishing native
woodland at some sites (Willoughby et al 2019).Modelling of Scottish upland birchwoodlands by Tanentzap
et al (2013) shows how regeneration rates can be predicted using the variables of deer browsing pressure, adult
tree sizes and locations, and ground favourability. Their analysis has the potential to predict above-ground
carbon storage in response to changes in these variables. For example, they suggest that in a landscapewith 8000
adult trees and 80% substrate favourability, browsing an average of 10%of trees could lead to the storage of at
least 60 tC after 30 years. This represents substantially faster uptake of carbon thanwe assume, suggesting our
estimatesmay be conservative. Greater understanding of the amount of carbon stored and rate of sequestration
in different native woodland types, combinedwith such analysis, could prove a powerful tool for future land
management decisionmaking, particularly in relation to the government’s net-zero targets.

Expansion of native woodlandswould havemany benefits in addition to carbon sequestration and climate
mitigation. Native woodlands support and increase biodiversity (Scridel et al 2017), reduce flooding through
increasingwater use and infiltration and slowing overland flow (Nisbet andThomas 2006, Jackson and
Wheater 2008, Dadson et al 2017), improvewater quality and provide physical andmental health benefits
through providing opportunities for recreation (WardThompson et al 2005). Futurework needs to characterise
the full array of benefits provided by expansion of native woodlands.
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Conclusions

Improving our understanding of carbon storage in naturally regenerated native woodlands is crucial to
achieving theUKgovernment’s targets for woodland expansion and net-zero carbon emissions. By combining
spatial data on the potential for native woodland across the Scottish uplandswith carbon sequestration estimates
based on Scottish native woodlands sites, our analysis shows that there is the potential for 3.9Mha of newnative
woodland sequestering 6.96MtCO2 yr

-1. Expandingwoodlands to just 10%of this potential would double
existing native woodland in Scotland and could provide amultitude of benefits, including carbon removal
equivalent to approximately 4%of theUKCCC’s target for all UKwoodlands. By considering natural
regeneration, alongside tree planting, there is the potential formore ambitiouswoodland creation targets,
although factors such as grazing, seed availability and ground disturbance, as well as constraints around land use
and policy, will need to be taken into account. Further work is nowneeded on how variables such as species
assemblage, age, soil type or themethod ofwoodland creation affect sequestration, as this will improve our
understanding of the current and potential future carbon storage of these ecosystems.
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